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The challenges firms face

Adding value amidst new   
competition

A raft of new competitors, emboldened by lower 

financial and logistical barriers to entry, threaten to 

upend the industry as a whole. These new firms will 

claim they provide the same services as you do, at a 

lower price point, aided by the latest in   

technological innovation. 

To attract angel investors and other potential  

financiers, they’ll also throw around buzzwords 

(Fintech! Blockchain! Big Data!) whether or not their 

solutions actually incorporate these technologies in a 

meaningful, or even functional way.

Your firm, of course, has a home team advantage: an 

existing client base with whom you have   

relationships in strong standing, who trust your 

team’s expertise and knowledge of their needs.

But it’s not enough to rest on your laurels. Reliance on 

brand recognition or client loyalty will only keep you 

afloat so long.

To survive --and thrive -- in this increasingly   

competitive landscape, it’s vital that you continue 

to find new ways to add value to your services and 

efficiencies to your workflows.

This whitepaper will provide you with an  

understanding of what this new wave of innovation, 

rooted in exciting new cloud computing technology, 

can offer, and how you can specifically hone your 

workflow and the services your team emphasises to 

take advantage of waves of disruption -- rather than 

be overtaken by them.

“”
Reliance on brand recognition or client loyalty will 

only keep you afloat for so long.
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Just enough automation
Eliminating Repetitive Process

The prospect of automating essential processes 

and tasks has been a source of both promise and 

dread for financial services.

On one hand, the notion of automating simpler tasks 

and cutting down on needless labour is very   

attractive. On the other, Artificial Intelligence and 

Machine Learning would seem, on paper, to pose an 

existential threat to the business models of most, if 

not all firms. In numerous studies, accountancy has 

been specifically cited as an industry in which 

automation is likely to have a significant impact.

In truth however, we’re a long way off from the age 

where an artificial actor can perform a credible, 

sophisticated, critical assessment of financial data.

That still requires a human actor’s ability to   

contextualise, hypothesise and perform a real-world 

investigation when data points seem ‘off’.

Automation should be thought off as a value-adding 

proposition instead of a foundational disruptor, a way 

to drastically reduce the timedrain that can be caused 

by simple or repetitive processes.

Effective use of automation can enable your skilled 

team to focus on providing the insights only their 

expertise can provide. This, in turn, adds value for 

your clients, who can expect those insights delivered 

in a timely fashion.

Capitalising on experience
Using the power of analytics

Established firms have a clear market advantage 

over up-and-comers: exprience.

Rather  than simply relying on that history, however, 

your firm should be looking for solutions that leverage 

that foundation of knowledge and trust you’ve worked 

so hard to build and maintain.

Your ideal situation should be able to adapt to your 

clients’ specific requirements, ensuring you can take 

advantage of the latest tools while providing   

continuity of service.

What’s more, the ideal solution  will feature data 

analytics components to add value to your existing 

service.

In truth however, we’re a long way off from the age 

where an artificial actor can perform a credible, 

sophisticated, critical assessment of financial data.

Analytics can add a strong consultative dimension 

to your engagements, enabling your staff to process 

massive amounts of client data very quickly in order 

to detect noteworthy trends, look for potential fraud 

or misstatement, and closely monitor individual and 

institutional performance metrics.

With these capabilities integrated into your services, 

you can provide greater value to your clients by 

delivering actionable insights.
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Modernising Collaboration
Making New Connections

Think about how easily collaboration and group 

editing is when you use an online editing suite like 

Google Docs.

Users can come and go with clearly defined  

permissions,  editing and adding comments to 

a document, with each change tracked and, if 

necessary, reversible. Points of contention can be 

discussed on the go and the appropriate parties can 

be notified to clear them up.

Now, think about how you collaborate with your 

clients.

Can you say with any degree of confidence that your 

current collaboration process can approach this sort 

of functionality in terms of speed, ease of use, and 

flexibility?

Online solutions allow for real-time collaboration 

from anywhere, at any time, on any device with an 

internet connection.

This eliminates potential points of friction and delay, 

and significantly lowers the risk of duplicating 

efforts. It also affords your firm the chance to offer 

your services to a broader client base, since you’ll 

be able to significantly reduce the need for site 

visits and the exchange of physical documents. This 

is particularly important in the age of COVID and 

increased remote work.

The result? Your clients will be able to count on 

getting their financials and assessments in a more 

timely manner.

However, your chosen solution tackles   

collaboration and communication (both within your 

team and with clients), it’s also important that they 

be designed with maximum flexibility and   

responsiveness in mind. Web-based tools have 

the advantage of sidestepping potential hardware 

or software barriers (such as differing operating 

systems), but it’s also important that your solution 

should be tablet - and mobile - friendly to ensure 

that your team won’t find themselves suddenly 

hamstrung by a team member or client contact’s 

hardware configuration.
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Life in the Cloud
Securing Your Firm’s Presence

Technological process isn’t strictly linear or  

incremental; it proceeds in fits and starts, bolstered 

suddenly by innovations that disrupt and change 

our understanding of how legacy processes can or 

should work.

Cloud computing and cloud software represent 

one of those leaps. It’s no surprise, then, that 

new solutions being offered by start-uip firms are 

cloud-based. The appeal of cloud software for firms 

isn’t limited to the lower IT costs associated with  

distributing, installing and maintaining the software, 

although that certainly helps.

Cloud solutions have now become more ubiquitous 

enough that most users take their advantages 

for granted. If you’re going to offer a cloud-based 

solution, your clients will reasonably expect that this 

solution will leverage the possibilities of the cloud, not 

just moveyour existing services to the online realm as 

a way of spit-polishing your services.

Part of passing that threshold of expectation means 

taking advantage of that now-mature security  

infrastructure offered in the Cloud.

Several major cloud services now offer bank-level 

security (often backed by major certifications such as 

ISO and SOC2), with none of the physical   

maintenance headaches associated with keeping 

your client data stored in-house.

That’s only half of the security equation, though. As 

you move to digitise existing services, make sure to 

plan on the integration of major client-side security 

strategies, like two-factor authentication, to ensure 

that the possibility of a security event on their end is 

minimised. In the future, this may involve even more 

advanced techniques like biometrics, but we’re 

getting ahead of ourselves...

“”Several major cloud services now offer bank-level 

security
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Choosing the Right Solution
Take Advantage of the Cloud

Given the increasingly competitive landscape now faced by CPAs and their firms, what sort of solutions are 

available?

Caseware Cloud and Desktop solutions have been built with the future of your practice in mind and connect 

all aspects of your workflow. Improve the quality and efficiency of your engagements with tools that simplify 

collaboration between staff and clients and increase efficiency by automating tedious manual processes like 

data entry.

Now, it is easy to request key documents and data from clients, chat live with your contacts, and notify both 

staff and contacts the moment a task or request has been completed or a major milestone has been achieved.

Interested in learning more?

Discover how Caseware can revolutionise your workflows, add value for your new and existing clients, 

streamline collaboration and take advantage of everything the cloud has to offer.

Sales

sales@caseware.com.au

(03) 9660 4680

Support

support@caseware.com.au

(03) 9660 4688
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